NOTES:

1. Standard sidewalk panels to be 4" minimum thickness.

2. Expansion panels that are part of a driveway or walkway shall have 1/2" radius.

3. All concrete to be 2000 psi mix with natural color.

4. Control joint detail.

5. Joint filler to be cut flush with sidewalk surface when joint sealer is used.

6. No joint sealer is used with sidewalk surfacing when joint filler is placed.

7. Edge of sidewalk shall have 1/2" radius.

8. 1/8" radius with 3/16" min. with 1/2" min. with 1/4" min. with 3/8" min. with 1/2" min.


10. Expansion joint detail (see detail).

11. Expansion joint detail (see detail).

12. Engineering Dept. Approval to be submitted for any alternative mix or use of these standards.

13. Sidewalk cross section.

14. Width dependent on row width.

15. Edge of curb, back of curb, and curb cutters.

16. max. 4.0' max. max. 32.0' max. max. 4.0' max. max. 1.0' max.